
1. Student Feedback Report – BSW I & II Sem. 

2012-13 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2012-13 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 81.11%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 80.37%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 80.24%. It is to be notify that 76.14% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 96.66% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 74.07% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 37.40%. Thus 62.96% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 96.88professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 79.62% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 76.66% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 92.92% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW III & IV Sem. 

2012-13 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2012-13 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 86.25%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 93.75%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 84.37%. It is to be notify that 83.75% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 81.25% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 85.00% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 40.00%. Thus 60.00% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 85.00% professor gives 

assignment clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the 

country 100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 78.75% professor attained their 

classes timely but the 80.00% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 91.25% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW V & VI Sem. 

2012-13 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2012-13 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 85.44%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 87.26%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 85.22%. It is to be notify that 90.90% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 93.63% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 78.00% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 37.26%. Thus 92.72% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 100% professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

89.99% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 85.22% professor attained their classes 

timely but the 90.90% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 89.90% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – MSW I & II Sem. 

2012-13 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2012-13 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 83.63%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 80.72%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 80.00%. It is to be notify that 90.18% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 95.83% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 79.63% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 39.63%. Thus 60.36% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 84.36 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 86.90% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 79.27% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 88.36% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – MSW III & IV Sem. 

2012-13 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2012-13 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 96.58%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 90.90%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 95.44%. It is to be notify that 96.01% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 98.86% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 89.76% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 47.72%. Thus 52.27% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 96.58 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 95.45% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 93.31% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 98.86% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – M.Phil. 

2012-13 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2012-13 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 90.47%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 90.47%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 92.85%. It is to be notify that 88.09% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 100% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 88.09% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 69.04%. Thus 30.95% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 90.47 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 100% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 100% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 90.47% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW I & II Sem. 

2013-14 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2013-14 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 81.92%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 80.38%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 84.61%. It is to be notify that 80.00% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 97.38% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 71.10% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 37.40%. Thus 62.96% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 98.88 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 73.72% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 77.30% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 79.92% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW III & IV Sem. 

2013-14 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2013-14 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 82.60%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 91.21%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 82.60%. It is to be notify that 76.51% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 96.52% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 59.12% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 43.47%. Thus 56.51% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 86.08 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 79.20% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 83.47% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 75.92% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW V & VI Sem. 

2013-14 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2013-14 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 84.00%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 86.00%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 82.50%. It is to be notify that 90.00% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 94.00% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 78.00% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 100%. Thus 78.00% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 42.00 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

58.00% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 86.00% professor attained their classes 

timely but the 100% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 94.00% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – MSW I & II Sem. 

2013-14 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2013-14 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 83.27%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 79.63%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 79.27%. It is to be notify that 90.18% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 95.63% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 75.99% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 47.63%. Thus 52.35% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 81.45 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 86.18% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 80.36% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 87.27% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – MSW III & IV Sem. 

2013-14 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2013-14 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 91.00%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 88.5%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 87.00%. It is to be notify that 92.5% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 99.00% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 88.00% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 42.5%. Thus 57.5% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 90.00 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 90.5% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 88.00% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 93.00% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – M.Phil. 

2013-14 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2013-14 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 91.10%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 93.33%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 88.88%. It is to be notify that 88.88% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 97.77% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 93.33% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 64.44%. Thus 35.54% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 91.10 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 97.77% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 91.10% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 93.33% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW I & II Sem. 

2014-15 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2014-15 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 87.99%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 79.63%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 70.03%. It is to be notify that 77.08% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 92.72% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 74.81% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 33.81%. Thus 59.99% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 93.81 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 79.63% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 57.45% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 74.54% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW III & IV Sem. 

2014-15 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2014-15 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 92.34%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 88.81%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 80.37%. It is to be notify that 94.96% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 97.73% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 100% professor 

would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the interest 

of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching the 

difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 48.65%. Thus 39.49% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 92.93 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 90.59% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 90.58% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 94.11% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW V & VI Sem. 

2014-15 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2014-15 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 72.17%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 90.43%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 88.03%. It is to be notify that 85.21% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 91.03% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 61.73% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 35.92%. Thus 60.90% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 91.30 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 93.04% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 93.04% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 93.91% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – MSW I & II Sem. 

2014-15 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2014-15 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 83.63%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 80.00%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 80.00%. It is to be notify that 90.18% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 95.63% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 79.63% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 39.63%. Thus 60.36% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 83.63 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 85.81% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 79.27% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 88.36% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – MSW III & IV Sem. 

2014-15 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2014-15 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 91.5%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 88.5%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 87.00%. It is to be notify that 96.5% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 100% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 88.00% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 42.00%. Thus 58.00% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 90.00 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 93.00% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 87.00% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 86.57% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – M.Phil. 

2014-15 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2014-15 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 91.11%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 88.89%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 95.55%. It is to be notify that 82.22% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 95.55% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 82.22% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 64.44%. Thus 35.55% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 91.11 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 100% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 100% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 93.33% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW I & II Sem. 

2015-16 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2015-16 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 81.92%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 80.43%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 83.65%. It is to be notify that 80.00% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 97.31% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 75.88% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 37.79%. Thus 59.92% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 98.46 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 73.84% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 76.92% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 80.00% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW III & IV Sem. 

2015-16 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2015-16 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 86.19%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 92.14%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 89.87%. It is to be notify that 83.33% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 98.09% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 72.20% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 23.80%. Thus 76.19% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 92.86 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

83.80% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 81.90% professor attained their classes 

timely but the 85.71% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 87.61% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW V & VI Sem. 

2015-16 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2015-16 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 87.40%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 87.40%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 86.11%. It is to be notify that 90.37% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 94.82% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 85.92% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due 

time and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 54.07% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 54.07%. Thus 90.37% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 100 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

85.18% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 82.96% professor attained their classes 

timely but the 86.66% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 86.66% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – MSW I & II Sem. 

2015-16 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2015-16 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 84.07%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 82.22%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 81.48%. It is to be notify that 91.85% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 77.78% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 64.07% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 48.51%. Thus 51.48% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 83.70 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 91.11% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 81.74% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 88.15% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – MSW III & IV Sem. 

2015-16 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2015-16 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 84.26%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 92.59%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 83.34%. It is to be notify that 92.12% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 96.75% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 90.37% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 49.07%. Thus 50.93% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 83.33 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 87.95% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 82.40% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 86.57% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – M.Phil. 

2015-16 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2016-16 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 97.91%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 91.66%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 97.91%. It is to be notify that 85.41% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 95.33% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 89.50% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 81.25%. Thus 18.75% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 85.41 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 95.83% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 100% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 93.75% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW I & II Sem. 

2016-17 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2016-17 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 78.15%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 77.41%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 76.23%. It is to be notify that 76.85% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 94.43% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 71.11% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 100%. Thus 96.29% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 71.11 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

74.07% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 78.89% professor attained their classes 

timely but the 78.79% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 81.48% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW III & IV Sem. 

2016-17 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2016-17 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 84.4%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 85.6%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 84.5%. It is to be notify that 85.00% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 98.4% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 77.20% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 38.00%. Thus 62.00% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 100 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

94.8% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 79.2% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 80.00% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 75.92% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – BSW V & VI Sem. 

2016-17 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2016-17 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 88.79%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 85.79%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 87.47%. It is to be notify that 91.53% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 98.13% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 82.10% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 32.63%. Thus 54.10% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 90.52 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 82.63% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 85.26% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 88.42% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – MSW I & II Sem. 

2016-17 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2016-17 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 84.45%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 82.22%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 91.85%. It is to be notify that 97.03% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 81.11% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 48.52% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 57.28%. Thus 82.96% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 100 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

87.4% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 80.74% professor attained their classes 

timely but the 88.15% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 88.88% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – MSW III & IV Sem. 

2016-17 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2016-17 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 84.26%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 82.86%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 80.55%. It is to be notify that 92.12% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 96.75% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 81.48% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 49.7%. Thus 50.93% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 88.33 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 87.95% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 82.40% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 86.57% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



Student Feedback Report – M.Phil. 

2016-17 

 

 The effective teaching-learning process is being existed in the college. The capacity 

of the teacher to concentrate the student toward the teaching in academic session 2016-17 is 

exclusively effective. The percentage of student admitted in college is 93.75%. The 

percentage of student who hear clearly the voice of professor is 91.66%. All of the teacher 

illustrate the concept idea and theorem in lucid English their ability is mentionable its 

proportion is 97.91%. It is to be notify that 83.33% of student appreciate the teaching of 

professor, their technique, tools and presentation. The 95.83% professor are co-related to the 

students interest meanwhile, 100% of the professor has completed their syllabus in due time 

and their capacity to complete the syllabus is very good. On the other hand 89.58% 

professor would us audio-visual medium and sometime the use the medium according to the 

interest of student. The teacher always use the method to motivate student while teaching 

the difficult or bewildering issue in its ration is 60.41%. Thus 39.58% professor behave with 

student with their dignity and attitude of themselves. The 85.41 professor gives assignment 

clearly stated with the interest of students. At the glance of current issues in the country 

100% professor discuss accordingly. Not only 95.83% professor attained their classes timely 

but the 100% professor evaluate the at very good level. 

 All of the social work practicum has been handle by trained and skilled supervisor 

and strive to overcome all of the obstacles. The role of supervisor at appreciated by 93.75% 

student that they had motivation professional knowledge in social work. The role of 

supervisor is very good so as the development of student to the effective social work 

consequently the role of supervisor is considerably excellent. 

 The supervisor deal with the practical work with individual discussion, group 

discussion, they examine the record of student and giving remark they handle the overall 

activities of students. Agency supervisor and faculty supervisor discussed with each other to 

overcome the problems of social work practicum. The supervisor and assignment manager 

maintain their level of reverence by motivating the students in the form of behavior and 

understanding of students. 

 

 

 



2. Teacher Feedback Report 

Session 2011-2012 

I. Curriculum design and professional Development :  

After evaluation of the teacher`s valuable Opinion, We reach to the conclusion that 

the how of studies is taking care of ensure the current and relevance of the programme 

offered. It is agreed by 67% teacher and employability is given weight age in curriculum 

design and development is agreed by 67% teacher as well. 

 67% teachers are strongly agreed with the issue of enough freedom to contribute 

their idea on curriculum design and professional development. The system followed by the 

college for design and development of effective curriculum is agreed 40% teachers. 67% of 

the teachers are agreed that the curriculum has been updated from time to time. 

Representation from business and industry in UG and PG Board of studies is helpful in 

designing and improving the courses, This statement is agree by 73% teachers. However no 

suggestion is given so for as the courses are designed well. 

 

Suggestion: 

The system followed by the college for the improvement in curriculum design and 

development must be as per the guidelines given by the UGC.  

 

II. Teaching, Learning, Evaluation, Research, Consultancy Publication &  

     Extension: 

 Collage adopted the effective and transparent process of admission is strongly 

agreed by 67% teacher`s, College is able to attract meritorious students. This is agreed by 

80% teacher`s. College have student centered learning resources. It`s availability is agreed 

by 60% teachers. The faculty of the college are uploading their knowledge and skill, it`s 

percentage is 60%. It is agreed by 53% teachers that the class work is taking place as per 

Schedule. 47% teacher are satisfied with the work distribution they agreed that it is fair. The 

teaching , assignment workload is reasonable , the statement is agreed by 73% teachers 73% 



teachers are agreed for the statement that college library is a major source of information . 

The library is optimally utilized by the faculty is agreed by 73% teachers 

 The Library is utilized by the research scholar is agreed by 73% teacher. Student are 

optimally utilized the library is agreed by 67% teacher. The library is managed effectively is 

agreed by 67% teachers. 73% teachers are agree with the timing of library it is convenient. 

The proceed are followed for acquiring new books and journals ensure right little and 

journals in the library is agreed by 47% teachers. The teaching aids in the college are 

sufficient and up to date this statement is agreed by 73% teacher. 60% teachers are agreed 

that they are supported with adequate learning resources.67% teacher are agreed with the 

statement that they are encourage to carry out research publication and paper presentation. 

The teacher are encouraged to organize seminars/workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed 

by 53% teacher`s. The teachers are encouraged to participate in international/ national /State 

/regional seminar`s /workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed by 47% teachers 

 The teacher are encouraged to undertake extension service programmers is agreed by 

53% teachers. The teachers are encouraged to establish linkage with industry and various 

organization is agreed by 40% teachers. 40% teachers are agreed with the statement that 

they are encourage to take up consultancy services The teacher are recognized with their 

merits is agreed by 53% of teacher. The examination system followed by the college is 

effective is agreed by 60% teachers.  

 

Suggestion: 

1. Maximum students centered learning resources must make available for the student. 

2. The class work must take place as per the schedule. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



III.  INFRASTRUCTURE:      

 Constant perseverance to update our college infrastructure made us improve our 

quality.  The opinion and suggestion given by teacher is valuable to ensure the current 

relevance of the program offered. 

 The class room and furniture available are adequate this statement is agreed by 40% 

teacher`s 40% of the teacher are agreed with the statement that the toilets are sufficient for 

teaching and non teaching staff and students. The building and furniture and well 

maintained is agreed by 40% teacher`s . The infrastructure available in the college is 

optimally is agreed by 73% teachers 67% percent teachers are agreed that parking facilities 

for staff and students are available adequately college campus is maintained well is agreed 

by 40% teachers. Water resources are adequately provided is agree by 53% teachers. There 

is safe drinking water is always available is the college, This statement is agreed by 47% 

teachers. The sport infrastructure is adequate is agreed by 40% teachers’. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Covered parking facilities for teaching, non teaching staff and students must be 

available adequately and separately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. GOVERNANCE LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT: 

 Taking into consideration, the opinion and suggestion of our teacher, we have been 

improving towards the governance leadership and management. 

 The college administration is sincerely putting effort for the development of the 

college is agreed by 53% teachers. 40% are agreed with the statement that the college 

administration is accessible Regular meeting of the teaching and non teaching staffs are held 

to discuss and decide on matter relating to academic, administration and infrastructure for 

the smooth and effective functioning of the college is agreed by 49% teachers. The quality 

initiatives taken up during the last academic year are contributing for academic 

improvement is agreed by 40% teacher. The memorandums of understanding (MoUs) 

entered by university enhance the scope for mutual co-operation with institutions and 

research organization of repute is agreed by 73% teachers. The faculties are given freedom 

to experts their opinions, this statement is agreed by 40% teacher. The suggestion given by 

the governing body the local management committee and the finance committee are 

implemented by the various section under the leadership and guidance of the principal is 

agreed by 40% teachers. The IQAC is working well for promoting quality in the college is 

agreed by 47% teachers. While 40% teachers are agreed that the college is providing 

adequate opportunity and support to the faculty and their family members. 

 However there is no any suggestion given by the teacher for improvement in 

infrastructure. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Regular meeting of teaching, non-teaching staff and students must held regularly to 

discuss and decide on matters relating to academic administration and infrastructure for the 

smooth and effective funding of the college.  

 

 

 



Teacher Feedback Report 

Session 2012-2013 

I. Curriculum design and professional Development :  

After evaluation of the teacher`s valuable Opinion, We reach to the conclusion that 

the how of studies is taking care of ensure the current and relevance of the programme 

offered. It is agreed by 67% teacher and employability is given weight age in curriculum 

design and development is agreed by 60% teacher as well. 

 73% teachers are strongly agreed with the issue of enough freedom to contribute 

their idea on curriculum design and professional development. The system followed by the 

college for design and development of effective curriculum is agreed 47% teachers. 60% of 

the teachers are agreed that the curriculum has been updated from time to time. 

Representation from business and industry in UG and PG Board of studies is helpful in 

designing and improving the courses, This statement is agree all teachers. However no 

suggestion is given so for as the courses are designed well. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Maximum experience and senior faculties should be involve for in the process of 

curriculum design and development.  

 

II. Teaching, Learning, Evaluation, Research, Consultancy Publication &  

     Extension: 

 Collage adopted the effective and transparent process of admission is strongly 

agreed by 60% teacher`s, College is able to attract meritorious students. This is agreed by 

60% teacher`s. College have student centered learning resources. It`s availability is agreed 

by 67% teachers. The faculty of the college are uploading their knowledge and skill, it`s 

percentage is 67%. It is agreed by 67% teachers that the class work is taking place as per 

Schedule. 40% teacher are satisfied with the work distribution they agreed that it is fair. The 

teaching , assignment workload is reasonable , the statement is agreed by 53% teachers 60% 



teachers are agreed for the statement that college library is a major source of information . 

The library is optimally utilized by the faculty is agreed by 60% teachers 

 The Library is utilized by the research scholar is agreed by 73% teacher. Student are 

optimally utilized the library is agreed by 60% teacher. The library is managed effectively is 

agreed by 53% teachers. 67% teachers are agree with the timing of library it is convenient. 

The proceed are followed for acquiring new books and journals ensure right little and 

journals in the library is agreed by 47% teachers. The teaching aids in the college are 

sufficient and up to date this statement is agreed by 67% teacher. 60% teachers are agreed 

that they are supported with adequate learning resources. 60% teacher are agreed with the 

statement that they are encourage to carry out research publication and paper presentation. 

The teacher are encouraged to organize seminars/workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed 

by 47% teacher`s. The teachers are encouraged to participate in international/ national /State 

/regional seminar`s /workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed by 47% teachers 

 The teacher are encouraged to undertake extension service programmers is agreed by 

67% teachers. The teachers are encouraged to establish linkage with industry and various 

organization is agreed by 40% teachers. 47% teachers are agreed with the statement that 

they are encourage to take up consultancy services The teacher are recognized with their 

merits is agreed by 47% of teacher. The examination, evaluation system followed by the 

college is effective is agreed by 46% teachers.  

 

Suggestion: 

 All the facilities should keep their knowledge update. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



III.  INFRASTRUCTURE:      

 Constant perseverance to update our college infrastructure made us improve our 

quality.  The opinion and suggestion given by teacher is valuable to ensure the current 

relevance of the program offered. 

 The class room and furniture available are adequate this statement is agreed by 47% 

teacher`s 47% of the teacher are agreed with the statement that the toilets are sufficient for 

teaching and non teaching staff and students. The building and furniture and well 

maintained is agreed by 80% teacher`s . The infrastructure available in the college is 

optimally is agreed by 80% teachers 80% percent teachers are agreed that parking facilities 

for staff and students are available adequately college campus is maintained well is agreed 

by 53% teachers. Water resources are adequately provided is agree by 80% teachers. There 

is safe drinking water is always available is the college, This statement is agreed by 67% 

teachers. The sport infrastructure is adequate is agreed by 73% teachers’. 

 

Suggestion: 

 There should be separate committee for the improvement in infrastructure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. GOVERNANCE LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT: 

 Taking into consideration, the opinion and suggestion of our teacher, we have been 

improving towards the governance leadership and management. 

 The college administration is sincerely putting effort for the development of the 

college is agreed by 53% teachers. 40% are agreed with the statement that the college 

administration is accessible Regular meeting of the teaching and non teaching staffs are held 

to discuss and decide on matter relating to academic, administration and infrastructure for 

the smooth and effective functioning of the college is agreed by 40% teachers. The quality 

initiatives taken up during the last academic year are contributing for academic 

improvement is agreed by 40% teacher. The memorandums of understanding (MoUs) 

entered by university enhance the scope for mutual co-operation with institutions and 

research organization of repute is agreed by 67% teachers. The faculties are given freedom 

to experts their opinions, this statement is agreed by 40% teacher. The suggestion given by 

the governing body the local management committee and the finance committee are 

implemented by the various section under the leadership and guidance of the principal is 

agreed by 40% teachers. The IQAC is working well for promoting quality in the college is 

agreed by 53% teachers. While 40% teachers are agreed that the college is providing 

adequate opportunity and support to the faculty and their family members. 

 However there is no any suggestion given by the teacher for improvement in 

infrastructure. 

 

Suggestion: 

 The facilities must be given freedom to express their opinions.  

 

 

 

 

 



Teacher Feedback Report 

Session 2013-2014 

I. Curriculum design and professional Development :  

After evaluation of the teacher`s valuable Opinion, We reach to the conclusion that 

the how of studies is taking care of ensure the current and relevance of the programme 

offered. It is agreed by 80% teacher and employability is given weight age in curriculum 

design and development is agreed by 67% teacher as well. 

 53% teachers are strongly agreed with the issue of enough freedom to contribute 

their idea on curriculum design and professional development. The system followed by the 

college for design and development of effective curriculum is agreed 40% teachers. 60% of 

the teachers are agreed that the curriculum has been updated from time to time. 

Representation from business and industry in UG and PG Board of studies is helpful in 

designing and improving the courses, This statement is agree by 67% teachers. However no 

suggestion is given so for as the courses are designed well. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Employability must be given weightage at the time of improvement in curriculum 

design and development.   

 

II. Teaching, Learning, Evaluation, Research, Consultancy Publication &  

     Extension: 

 Collage adopted the effective and transparent process of admission is strongly 

agreed by 67% teacher`s, College is able to attract meritorious students. This is agreed by 

53% teacher`s. College have student centered learning resources. It`s availability is agreed 

by 53% teachers. The faculty of the college are uploading their knowledge and skill, it`s 

percentage is 53%. It is agreed by 53% teachers that the class work is taking place as per 

Schedule. 40% teacher are satisfied with the work distribution they agreed that it is fair. The 

teaching , assignment workload is reasonable , the statement is agreed by 53% teachers 53% 



teachers are agreed for the statement that college library is a major source of information . 

The library is optimally utilized by the faculty is agreed by 53% teachers 

 The Library is utilized by the research scholar is agreed by 53% teacher. Student are 

optimally utilized the library is agreed by 60% teacher. The library is managed effectively is 

agreed by 53% teachers. 60% teachers are agree with the timing of library it is convenient. 

The proceed are followed for acquiring new books and journals ensure right little and 

journals in the library is agreed by 40% teachers. The teaching aids in the college are 

sufficient and up to date this statement is agreed by 53% teacher. 60% teachers are agreed 

that they are supported with adequate learning resources. 67% teacher are agreed with the 

statement that they are encourage to carry out research publication and paper presentation. 

The teacher are encouraged to organize seminars/workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed 

by 53% teacher`s. The teachers are encouraged to participate in international/ national /State 

/regional seminar`s /workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed by 47% teachers 

 The teacher are encouraged to undertake extension service programmers is agreed by 

60% teachers. The teachers are encouraged to establish linkage with industry and various 

organization is agreed by 40% teachers. 47% teachers are agreed with the statement that 

they are encourage to take up consultancy services The teacher are recognized with their 

merits is agreed by 47% of teacher. The examination, evaluation system followed by the 

college is effective is agreed by 50% teachers.  

 

Suggestion: 

 Maximum student centered learning resources must make available in the college. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



III.  INFRASTRUCTURE:      

 Constant perseverance to update our college infrastructure made us improve our 

quality.  The opinion and suggestion given by teacher is valuable to ensure the current 

relevance of the program offered. 

 The class room and furniture available are adequate this statement is agreed by 40% 

teacher`s 40% of the teacher are agreed with the statement that the toilets are sufficient for 

teaching and non teaching staff and students. The building and furniture and well 

maintained is agreed by 47% teacher`s . The infrastructure available in the college is 

optimally is agreed by 73% teachers 80% percent teachers are agreed that parking facilities 

for staff and students are available adequately college campus is maintained well is agreed 

by 53% teachers. Water resources are adequately provided is agree by 80% teachers. There 

is safe drinking water is always available is the college, This statement is agreed by 80% 

teachers. The sport infrastructure is adequate is agreed by 67% teachers’. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Quarterly committee meeting must be there for the improvement in infrastructure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. GOVERNANCE LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT: 

 Taking into consideration, the opinion and suggestion of our teacher, we have been 

improving towards the governance leadership and management. 

 The college administration is sincerely putting effort for the development of the 

college is agreed by 47% teachers. 60% are agreed with the statement that the college 

administration is accessible Regular meeting of the teaching and non teaching staffs are held 

to discuss and decide on matter relating to academic, administration and infrastructure for 

the smooth and effective functioning of the college is agreed by 40% teachers. The quality 

initiatives taken up during the last academic year are contributing for academic 

improvement is agreed by 40% teacher. The memorandums of understanding (MoUs) 

entered by university enhance the scope for mutual co-operation with institutions and 

research organization of repute is agreed by 67% teachers. The faculties are given freedom 

to experts their opinions, this statement is agreed by 47% teacher. The suggestion given by 

the governing body the local management committee and the finance committee are 

implemented by the various section under the leadership and guidance of the principal is 

agreed by 47% teachers. The IQAC is working well for promoting quality in the college is 

agreed by 67% teachers. While 47% teachers are agreed that the college is providing 

adequate opportunity and support to the faculty and their family members. 

 However there is no any suggestion given by the teacher for improvement in 

infrastructure. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Purchase committee is must for the purchase of infrastructure. Repute research 

organization MOUs sign and provide the chance of faculty field of research.  

 

 

 

 



Teacher Feedback Report 

Session 2014-2015 

I. Curriculum design and professional Development :  

After evaluation of the teacher`s valuable Opinion, We reach to the conclusion that 

the how of studies is taking care of ensure the current and relevance of the programme 

offered. It is agreed by 73% teacher and employability is given weight age in curriculum 

design and development is agreed by 60% teacher as well. 

 73% teachers are strongly agreed with the issue of enough freedom to contribute 

their idea on curriculum design and professional development. The system followed by the 

college for design and development of effective curriculum is agreed 40% teachers. 67% of 

the teachers are agreed that the curriculum has been updated from time to time. 

Representation from business and industry in UG and PG Board of studies is helpful in 

designing and improving the courses, This statement is agree by 73% teachers. However no 

suggestion is given so for as the courses are designed well. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Curriculum design and development must be as per the guidance of the UGC and 

University. 

 

 

II. Teaching, Learning, Evaluation, Research, Consultancy Publication &  

     Extension: 

 Collage adopted the effective and transparent process of admission is strongly 

agreed by 60% teacher`s, College is able to attract meritorious students. This is agreed by 

60% teacher`s. College have student centered learning resources. It`s availability is agreed 

by 67% teachers. The faculty of the college are uploading their knowledge and skill, it`s 

percentage is 73%. It is agreed by 60% teachers that the class work is taking place as per 

Schedule. 60% teacher are satisfied with the work distribution they agreed that it is fair. The 



teaching , assignment workload is reasonable , the statement is agreed by 73% teachers 67% 

teachers are agreed for the statement that college library is a major source of information . 

The library is optimally utilized by the faculty is agreed by 73% teachers 

 The Library is utilized by the research scholar is agreed by 73% teacher. Student are 

optimally utilized the library is agreed by 67% teacher. The library is managed effectively is 

agreed by 67% teachers. 60% teachers are agree with the timing of library it is convenient. 

The proceed are followed for acquiring new books and journals ensure right little and 

journals in the library is agreed by 34% teachers. The teaching aids in the college are 

sufficient and up to date this statement is agreed by 53% teacher. 60% teachers are agreed 

that they are supported with adequate learning resources.73% teacher are agreed with the 

statement that they are encourage to carry out research publication and paper presentation. 

The teacher are encouraged to organize seminars/workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed 

by 67% teacher`s. The teachers are encouraged to participate in international/ national /State 

/regional seminar`s /workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed by 67% teachers 

 The teacher are encouraged to undertake extension service programmers is agreed by 

53% teachers. The teachers are encouraged to establish linkage with industry and various 

organization is agreed by 40% teachers. 33% teachers are agreed with the statement that 

they are encourage to take up consultancy services The teacher are recognized with their 

merits is agreed by 60% of teacher. The examination, evaluation system followed by the 

college is effective is agreed by 47% teachers.  

 

Suggestion: 

 The teaching aids in the college and university must be sufficient and well 

manintained. 

 

 

 

 

 



III.  INFRASTRUCTURE:      

 Constant perseverance to update our college infrastructure made us improve our 

quality.  The opinion and suggestion given by teacher is valuable to ensure the current 

relevance of the program offered. 

 The class room and furniture available are adequate this statement is agreed by 40% 

teacher`s 40% of the teacher are agreed with the statement that the toilets are sufficient for 

teaching and non teaching staff and students. The building and furniture and well 

maintained is agreed by 40% teacher`s . The infrastructure available in the college is 

optimally is agreed by 73% teachers 67% percent teachers are agreed that parking facilities 

for staff and students are available adequately college campus is maintained well is agreed 

by 40% teachers. Water resources are adequately provided is agree by 53% teachers. There 

is safe drinking water is always available is the college, This statement is agreed by 47% 

teachers. The sport infrastructure is adequate is agreed by 40% teachers’. 

 

Suggestion: 

 The toilets must be sufficient in number for teaching staff, non-teaching staff and 

students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. GOVERNANCE LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT: 

 Taking into consideration, the opinion and suggestion of our teacher, we have been 

improving towards the governance leadership and management. 

 The college administration is sincerely putting effort for the development of the 

college is agreed by 53% teachers. 40% are agreed with the statement that the college 

administration is accessible Regular meeting of the teaching and non teaching staffs are held 

to discuss and decide on matter relating to academic, administration and infrastructure for 

the smooth and effective functioning of the college is agreed by 49% teachers. The quality 

initiatives taken up during the last academic year are contributing for academic 

improvement is agreed by 40% teacher. The memorandums of understanding (MoUs) 

entered by university enhance the scope for mutual co-operation with institutions and 

research organization of repute is agreed by 73% teachers. The faculties are given freedom 

to experts their opinions, this statement is agreed by 40% teacher. The suggestion given by 

the governing body the local management committee and the finance committee are 

implemented by the various section under the leadership and guidance of the principal is 

agreed by 40% teachers. The IQAC is working well for promoting quality in the college is 

agreed by 47% teachers. While 40% teachers are agreed that the college is providing 

adequate opportunity and support to the faculty and their family members. 

 However there is no any suggestion given by the teacher for improvement in 

infrastructure. 

 

Suggestion: 

 The suggestions given by the various committees and sections of the college must be 

implemented properly. 

 

 

 

 



Teacher Feedback Report 

Session 2015-2016 

I. Curriculum design and professional Development :  

After evaluation of the teacher`s valuable Opinion, We reach to the conclusion that 

the how of studies is taking care of ensure the current and relevance of the programme 

offered. It is agreed by 60% teacher and employability is given weight age in curriculum 

design and development is agreed by 80% teacher as well. 

 47% teachers are strongly agreed with the issue of enough freedom to contribute 

their idea on curriculum design and professional development. The system followed by the 

college for design and development of effective curriculum is agreed 60% teachers. 67% of 

the teachers are agreed that the curriculum has been updated from time to time. 

Representation from business and industry in UG and PG Board of studies is helpful in 

designing and improving the courses, This statement is agree by 87% teachers. However no 

suggestion is given so for as the courses are designed well. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Curriculum design to current issues related and changes the method of Social Work 

and design to current situation of society. 

 

II. Teaching, Learning, Evaluation, Research, Consultancy Publication &  

     Extension: 

 Collage adopted the effective and transparent process of admission is strongly 

agreed by 80% teacher`s, College is able to attract meritorious students. This is agreed by 

60% teacher`s. College have student centered learning resources. It`s availability is agreed 

by 53% teachers. The faculty of the college are uploading their knowledge and skill, it`s 

percentage is 67%. It is agreed by 53% teachers that the class work is taking place as per 

Schedule. 60% teacher are satisfied with the work distribution they agreed that it is fair. The 

teaching , assignment workload is reasonable , the statement is agreed by 53% teachers 73% 



teachers are agreed for the statement that college library is a major source of information . 

The library is optimally utilized by the faculty is agreed by 73% teachers 

 The Library is utilized by the research scholar is agreed by 73% teacher. Student are 

optimally utilized the library is agreed by 67% teacher. The library is managed effectively is 

agreed by 67% teachers. 67% teachers are agree with the timing of library it is convenient. 

The proceed are followed for acquiring new books and journals ensure right little and 

journals in the library is agreed by 33% teachers. The teaching aids in the college are 

sufficient and up to date this statement is agreed by 67% teacher. 67% teachers are agreed 

that they are supported with adequate learning resources.60% teacher are agreed with the 

statement that they are encourage to carry out research publication and paper presentation. 

The teacher are encouraged to organize seminars/workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed 

by 53% teacher`s. The teachers are encouraged to participate in international/ national /State 

/regional seminar`s /workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed by 47% teachers 

 The teacher are encouraged to undertake extension service programmers is agreed by 

60% teachers. The teachers are encouraged to establish linkage with industry and various 

organization is agreed by 33% teachers. 33% teachers are agreed with the statement that 

they are encourage to take up consultancy services The teacher are recognized with their 

merits is agreed by 60% of teacher. The examination system followed by the college is 

effective is agreed by 40% teachers.  

 

Suggestion: 

 Provides details of research faculty agencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



III.  INFRASTRUCTURE:      

 Constant perseverance to update our college infrastructure made us improve our 

quality.  The opinion and suggestion given by teacher is valuable to ensure the current 

relevance of the program offered. 

 The class room and furniture available are adequate this statement is agreed by 40% 

teacher`s 33% of the teacher are agreed with the statement that the toilets are sufficient for 

teaching and non teaching staff and students. The building and furniture and well 

maintained is agreed by 40% teacher`s . The infrastructure available in the college is 

optimally is agreed by 60% teachers 53% percent teachers are agreed that parking facilities 

for staff and students are available adequately college campus is maintained well is agreed 

by 47% teachers. Water resources are adequately provided is agree by 67% teachers. There 

is safe drinking water is always available is the college, This statement is agreed by 73% 

teachers. The sport infrastructure is adequate is agreed by 67% teachers’. 

 No any further suggestion has been given in this regard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. GOVERNANCE LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT: 

 Taking into consideration, the opinion and suggestion of our teacher, we have been 

improving towards the governance leadership and management. 

 The college administration is sincerely putting effort for the development of the 

college is agreed by 53% teachers. 40% are agreed with the statement that the college 

administration is accessible Regular meeting of the teaching and non teaching staffs are held 

to discuss and decide on matter relating to academic, administration and infrastructure for 

the smooth and effective functioning of the college is agreed by 47% teachers. The quality 

initiatives taken up during the last academic year are contributing for academic 

improvement is agreed by 40% teacher. The memorandums of understanding (MoUs) 

entered by university enhance the scope for mutual co-operation with institutions and 

research organization of repute is agreed by 60% teachers. The faculties are given freedom 

to experts their opinions, this statement is agreed by 40% teacher. The suggestion given by 

the governing body the local management committee and the finance committee are 

implemented by the various section under the leadership and guidance of the principal is 

agreed by 40% teachers. The IQAC is working well for promoting quality in the college is 

agreed by 60% teachers. While 33% teachers are agreed that the college is providing 

adequate opportunity and support to the faculty and their family members. 

 However there is no any suggestion given by the teacher for improvement in 

infrastructure. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Student centralize system followed by college. 

 

 

 

 

 



Teacher Feedback Report 

Session 2016-2017 

I. Curriculum design and professional Development :  

After evaluation of the teacher`s valuable Opinion, We reach to the conclusion that 

the how of studies is taking care of ensure the current and relevance of the programme 

offered. It is agreed by 60% teacher and employability is given weight age in curriculum 

design and development is agreed by 53% teacher as well. 

 80% teachers are strongly agreed with the issue of enough freedom to contribute 

their idea on curriculum design and professional development. The system followed by the 

college for design and development of effective curriculum is agreed 47% teachers. 60% of 

the teachers are agreed that the curriculum has been updated from time to time. 

Representation from business and industry in UG and PG Board of studies is helpful in 

designing and improving the courses, This statement is agree by 60% teachers. However no 

suggestion is given so for as the courses are designed well. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Proper representation form business and industry for improvement to curriculum 

design and development. 

 

II. Teaching, Learning, Evaluation, Research, Consultancy Publication &  

     Extension: 

 Collage adopted the effective and transparent process of admission is strongly 

agreed by 67% teacher`s, College is able to attract meritorious students. This is agreed by 

60% teacher`s. College have student centered learning resources. It`s availability is agreed 

by 60% teachers. The faculty of the college are uploading their knowledge and skill, it`s 

percentage is 67%. It is agreed by 53% teachers that the class work is taking place as per 

Schedule. 53% teacher are satisfied with the work distribution they agreed that it is fair. The 

teaching , assignment workload is reasonable , the statement is agreed by 60% teachers 53% 



teachers are agreed for the statement that college library is a major source of information . 

The library is optimally utilized by the faculty is agreed by 67% teachers 

 The Library is utilized by the research scholar is agreed by 73% teacher. Student are 

optimally utilized the library is agreed by 73% teacher. The library is managed effectively is 

agreed by 67% teachers. 73% teachers are agree with the timing of library it is convenient. 

The proceed are followed for acquiring new books and journals ensure right little and 

journals in the library is agreed by 40% teachers. The teaching aids in the college are 

sufficient and up to date this statement is agreed by 73% teacher. 73% teachers are agreed 

that they are supported with adequate learning resources.73% teacher are agreed with the 

statement that they are encourage to carry out research publication and paper presentation. 

The teacher are encouraged to organize seminars/workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed 

by 60% teacher`s. The teachers are encouraged to participate in international/ national /State 

/regional seminar`s /workshop/symposia/conferences is agreed by 40% teachers 

 The teacher are encouraged to undertake extension service programmers is agreed by 

67% teachers. The teachers are encouraged to establish linkage with industry and various 

organization is agreed by 33% teachers. 33% teachers are agreed with the statement that 

they are encourage to take up consultancy services The teacher are recognized with their 

merits is agreed by 40% of teacher. The examination system followed by the college is 

effective is agreed by 63% teachers.  

 

Suggestion: 

 Provide funding agency for research consultancy.  

 The facilities should be encouraged to established linkage with industry and various 

related organization of research.    

 

 

 

 

 



III.  INFRASTRUCTURE:      

 Constant perseverance to update our college infrastructure made us improve our 

quality.  The opinion and suggestion given by teacher is valuable to ensure the current 

relevance of the program offered. 

 The class room and furniture available are adequate this statement is agreed by 53% 

teacher`s 33% of the teacher are agreed with the statement that the toilets are sufficient for 

teaching and non teaching staff and students. The building and furniture and well 

maintained is agreed by 40% teacher`s . The infrastructure available in the college is 

optimally is agreed by 60% teachers 53% percent teachers are agreed that parking facilities 

for staff and students are available adequately college campus is maintained well is agreed 

by 40% teachers. Water resources are adequately provided is agree by 60% teachers. There 

is safe drinking water is always available is the college, This statement is agreed by 60% 

teachers. The sport infrastructure is adequate is agreed by 73% teachers’. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Improvement infrastructure to build up extra 3 or 4 specious class room for P.G. 

students. 

 The infrastructure available must be adequate and well maintained.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. GOVERNANCE LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT: 

 Taking into consideration, the opinion and suggestion of our teacher, we have been 

improving towards the governance leadership and management. 

 The college administration is sincerely putting effort for the development of the 

college is agreed by 60% teachers. 40% are agreed with the statement that the college 

administration is accessible Regular meeting of the teaching and non teaching staffs are held 

to discuss and decide on matter relating to academic, administration and infrastructure for 

the smooth and effective functioning of the college is agreed by 47% teachers. The quality 

initiatives taken up during the last academic year are contributing for academic 

improvement is agreed by 60% teacher. The memorandums of understanding (MoUs) 

entered by university enhance the scope for mutual co-operation with institutions and 

research organization of repute is agreed by 73% teachers. The faculties are given freedom 

to experts their opinions, this statement is agreed by 33% teacher. The suggestion given by 

the governing body the local management committee and the finance committee are 

implemented by the various section under the leadership and guidance of the principal is 

agreed by 33% teachers. The IQAC is working well for promoting quality in the college is 

agreed by 40% teachers. While 33% teachers are agreed that the college is providing 

adequate opportunity and support to the faculty and their family members. 

 However there is no any suggestion given by the teacher for improvement in 

infrastructure. 

 

Suggestion: 

 Infrastructure must be proportionate. 

 Newly build up well-equip conference room.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Employer / Organization Feedback Report 

 

Employer / Organization Feedback Report 

Session 2011-12 

 

 The meeting held on dated 04.08.2011 under presidency of principal. The meeting 

has to discuss and negotiate the student’s field work by institute representative and their and 

their suggestion and recommendation taken into consideration. 

 Feedback farm were filled by representative the student who were sent on field work 

in approved institution are satisfied. The admission is done on the basis of specialization 

student of college stood bright in the academic result is the matter of pride in rural and 

remote area. The responsible professor who thought the concerned subject are skilled. This 

is opined by 90.00% representative. 

 The administration has been taken the student into the center of entire process. As 

per the need student are being sent to block placement. Student get theoretical knowledge 

for that. The social problems are depicted in the rural camp. The seminar conference and 

workshop are conducted every year various institute are with linkage to the college. ICDS 

Dept., primary school, health center etc. Maharogi sewa samiti Anandwan, Warora and 

MSRTC Chimur are co-related with college. Student treat with teaching and non teaching 

staff with courtesy this kind of opinion has been  given by 90.00% representative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Employer / Organization Feedback Report 

Session 2012-13 

 On dated 10.08.2012 the meeting organized under presidency of principal to review 

the suggestion and recommendation regarding field work of the student in different govt. 

institutes. 

 Gondwana University has been started their session since 2012-13. In this meeting 

24 representatives were present. They filled feedback farm. 

 Institute representative has been discussed with social work practicum director, 

social work practicum supervisor and principal. These institute representation become 

acquainted with recently started semester pattern syllabus. They were egger to know its 

advantages. Out of them 87.5% representative approved the pattern and had belive that 

student would overcome the competitive exam.  

 Various competition conducted in the college to make the student touch with 

competitive age. The student are satisfied who were sent for block placement and now they 

are on good position of govt. or semi-govt. posts. Representative are satisfied with the 

teaching staff. They were satisfied with the books available in library. The informed to 

update the knowledge of student contemporarily. All above matter was approved by 87.5% 

representative. 

Semester - II 

 On dated 11.12.2012 on Tuesday a meeting held under presidency of principal. The 

representative of different institute filled their feedback form and suggested their 

recommendations. 

 Gondwana University has been started since 2012-13. Almost 18 representative were 

present in the meeting the filled their feedback forms. 

 The student of college Puja Knobragade stood merit in R.T.M. University Nagpur. 

She was felicitated by the representative and expect her to be merit in Gondwana University 

as well. This was opined by 77.77% representatives. Awareness programme should be 

conducted on the issue of farmer’s suicide. In collaboration with various institute 

symposium should organized in college was expected by the representative.  

 

 

 

 



Employer / Organization Feedback Report 

Session 2013-14 

 

 On dated 10.08.2013 the meeting was summoned under presidency of principal. 

Various representative were present on the occasion. The social work practicum director, 

social work practicum supervisor, were present as well. 

 The feedback form filled by representative in which 1 to 18 question were answered 

out of which 86.36% representative stated that the social work practicum is good, their 

teaching staff is doing well and college is performing as well. The principal agreed to 

implement their suggestion. 

 

Semester - II 

 According to 2013-14 One dated 16.12.2013 the meeting was summoned under 

presidency of principal. Various representative were present on the occasion. The social 

work practicum director, social work practicum supervisor, were present as well. 

 The feedback form filled by representative in which 1 to 18 question were answered 

out of which 86.36% representative stated that the social work practicum is good, their 

teaching staff is doing well and college is performing as well. The principal agreed to 

implement their suggestion The previous suggestion were implemented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Employer / Organization Feedback Report 

Session 2014-15 

 

Semester - I 

 On dated 08.08.2014 a meeting organized under presidency of principal. In the 

meeting social work practicum director, supervisor, 16 representative were present. 

 While giving answer to the question no. 1 to 18 on feedback form, 82.60% 

representative appreciated the field work, they are satisfied with the practicum. The 

practicum is carried out as per the rules of Gondwana University. Extension work is 

performed in the community by college students. State level, university level conference 

conducted in the college. The student treat everyone with courtesy.  

 

Semester - II 

 On dated 16.12.2014 a meeting organized under presidency of principal. In the 

meeting social work practicum director, supervisor, 16 representative were present. 

 While giving answer to the question no. 1 to 18 on feedback form, 88.46% 

representative appreciated the field work, they are satisfied with the practicum. The 

practicum is carried out as per the rules of Gondwana University. Extension work is 

performed in the community by college students. State level, university level conference 

conducted in the college. The student treat everyone with courtesy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Employer / Organization Feedback Report 

Session 2015-16 

Semester - I 

 On dated 07.08.2015 a meeting organized under presidency of principal. In the 

meeting social work practicum director, supervisor, 27 representative were present. 

 While giving answer to the question no. 1 to 18 on feedback form, 84.37% 

representative appreciated the field work, they are satisfied with the practicum. The 

practicum is carried out as per the rules of Gondwana University. Extension work is 

performed in the community by college students. State level, university level conference 

conducted in the college. The student treat everyone with courtesy.  

 

Semester - II 

 On dated 13.12.2015 a meeting organized under presidency of principal. In the 

meeting social work practicum director, supervisor, 27 representative were present. 

 Social work practicum director felicited the student namely Manohar Shrirame for 

UG and Gurudas Nannaware form PG stood merit. They were felicited by C.M. Devendra 

Fadanvis, Sudhir Mungantiwar, Finance Minister, V.C. Dr. Namdev Kalyankar, Registar Dr. 

Vinayak Irpate were present on the occasion. They congratulate the college staff. The ratio 

of representative 85.71% were appreciated the work of college. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Employer / Organization Feedback Report 

Session 2016-17 

Semester - I 

 On dated 08.08.2016 a meeting organized under presidency of principal. In the 

meeting social work practicum director, supervisor, 27 representative were present. 

 They suggested to increase computer lab. And number of books in the library 

according to syllabus. To maintain student in CBCS pattern to compete the contemporary 

age of competitive world. It was appreciated by 82.60% representative. 

 

Semester - II 

 On dated 07.03.2017 a meeting organized under presidency of principal Dr. 

Shubhangi Wadaskar, Prof. Dr. C. J. Khangar, Social Work Practicum Director, Social 

Work Supervisor, Mulla Sir, CDPO, B.D.O. Dongre Sir, T.H.O. Dr. Meshram, Dr. Ashwin 

Agde, Superident of S.D.H., B.E.O. Kishor Pise, were Ashish Meshram, S.T. Depot. 

Manger were prominently present in the meeting. 

 Mulla sir suggested community organization method of social work, education, 

health, economic improvement should be solve with the help of community people. The 

response was 90.00%. They appreciated the work of overall teaching learning and practicum 

work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Summary Report 

 

 The total meeting in 5 session are Ten. The report of all these meeting is as follows, 

professor should give updated knowledge to the students. M.S.W. III & IV should admitted 

according to their specialization. The syllabus should be become job oriented for BSW and 

MSW. It should be done by professor. Student should motivate to establish NGO. The 

training should be given to submit. Proposal to the Government and other reputed NGO’s. 

The visit to different NGO to obtained grand. How the grand should be obtained? Should 

teach in the college. 

 Employment news paper should be available in library. Competition exam guidance 

camp should be conduct in the college. Campus interview of student by different NGO 

should be carried out in the college. The linkage of the college with Maharogi Sewa Samiti, 

Anandwan, Warora, Lokjagar Sanstha Chimur, Sarvoday Yuva Vikas Sanstha, Chimur, 

Vrukshwalli Shramsankar Sanstha, Jambhulghat should be known to the student is opened 

by 90.00% representative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Alumni Feedback Report 

 













 

 

 

 



5. Parents Feedback Report 

 















 

 

 

 



6. Library Feedback Analysis Report 













 













 

 

 

 



 

7. Participant Feedback Analysis Report 









 

 

 

 



 

8. Non-Teaching Feedback Report 











 

 

 

 



 

aTHAVALE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK, CHIMUR 
Dist. Chandrapur- 442903 (M.S.) Phone (07170) 230712 

(Recognised by Govt. Of Maharashtra & Affiliated to Gondwana University, Gadchiroli 
Approved by U.G.C. Section 2F, New Delhi) 

Email-acswchimur@gmail.com                                   Web.-

www.athavalesocialworkchimur.com 
NAAC “B” RE-ACCREDITATION 

 

 

 
Ref. No. ACSW/C/FBR/13      Date : 01/05/2013 

Feedback Action Taken Report : Principal 
Year 2012-13 

 
 Athavale College of Social Work, Shedegaon Campus, Chimur, Dist.Chandrapur run 

by Gramyuvak Mandal, Peth Bhansuli having R.No. 43/80, F-500 is approved and granted 

college. This college introduces many courses like B.S.W., M.S.W. and M.Phil in social 

work. 

Every year students’, teacher’s, the employer’s, alumni, parents, non-teaching staff, 

readers in the library feedback reports are presented. 

All this these relevant people fill the feedback form and feedback report is filled by 

co-ordinator with this feedback reports, students evaluate the teachers and have a check on 

their supervision. 

The student remarks are very effective for the overall development of the college. 

All the teachers, alumni, parents and employees strongly agree with these reports. Even the 

readers are satisfied with the library and gives us a remarkable feedback.  

Through all these reports, we conclude that the college is dedicated towards its 

students and very responsive about the rules and regulations of university, social welfare 

and university grant commission. 

Honorable president of our institute considering all the above points and checking 

the growth and development, to make it more effective  and efficient, we request you to 

grant us the  

1. Development in teacher’s quality. 

2. Toilet attached principal cabin. 

3. Regular internet service. 

4. Approval for CBCS Pattern. 

5. Alumni Audit. 

6. Introducing short term course. 

7. Increasing computer sets. 

8. Participation in National programme. 

9. Use of LED projector. 

10. Action through feedback report. 

We hope that you will surely take appropriate steps and will favor the college 

development. 

Thanking you! 
 



 

aTHAVALE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK, CHIMUR 
Dist. Chandrapur- 442903 (M.S.) Phone (07170) 230712 

(Recognised by Govt. Of Maharashtra & Affiliated to Gondwana University, Gadchiroli 
Approved by U.G.C. Section 2F, New Delhi) 

Email-acswchimur@gmail.com                                   Web.-

www.athavalesocialworkchimur.com 
NAAC “B” RE-ACCREDITATION 

 

 

 
Ref. No. ACSW/C/FBR/14      Date : 01/05/2014 

Feedback Action Taken Report : Principal 

Year 2013-14 

 Athavale College of Social Work, Shedegaon Campus, Chimur, Dist.Chandrapur run 

by Gramyuvak Mandal, Peth Bhansuli having R.No. 43/80, F-500 is approved and granted 

college. This college introduces many courses like B.S.W., M.S.W. and M.Phil in social 

work. 

Every year students’, teacher’s, the employer’s, alumni, parents, non-teaching staff, 

readers in the library feedback reports are presented. 

All this these relevant people fill the feedback form and feedback report is filled by 

co-ordinator with this feedback reports, students evaluate the teachers and have a check on 

their supervision. 

The student remarks are very effective for the overall development of the college. 

All the teachers, alumni, parents and employees strongly agree with these reports. Even the 

readers are satisfied with the library and gives us a remarkable feedback.  

Through all these reports, we conclude that the college is dedicated towards its 

students and very responsive about the rules and regulations of university, social welfare 

and university grant commission. 

Honorable president of our institute considering all the above points and checking 

the growth and development, to make it more effective  and efficient, we request you to 

grant us the  

1. Acceptance of semester pattern. 

2. Acceptance of digital method. 

3. Non-teaching staff welfare schemes. 

4. Permission for college new guest house, common room and new hostel building 

 

We hope that you will surely take appropriate steps and will favor the college 

development. 

 

Thanking you!  



 

aTHAVALE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK, CHIMUR 
Dist. Chandrapur- 442903 (M.S.) Phone (07170) 230712 

(Recognised by Govt. Of Maharashtra & Affiliated to Gondwana University, Gadchiroli 
Approved by U.G.C. Section 2F, New Delhi) 

Email-acswchimur@gmail.com                                   Web.-

www.athavalesocialworkchimur.com 
NAAC “B” RE-ACCREDITATION 

 

 

Ref. No. ACSW/C/FBR/15       Date : 01/05/2015 

Feedback Action Taken Report : Principal 

Year 2014-15 

 Athavale College of Social Work, Shedegaon Campus, Chimur, Dist.Chandrapur run 

by Gramyuvak Mandal, Peth Bhansuli having R.No. 43/80, F-500 is approved and granted 

college. This college introduces many courses like B.S.W., M.S.W. and M.Phil in social 

work. 

Every year students’, teacher’s, the employer’s, alumni, parents, non-teaching staff, 

readers in the library feedback reports are presented. 

All this these relevant people fill the feedback form and feedback report is filled by 

co-ordinator with this feedback reports, students evaluate the teachers and have a check on 

their supervision. 

The student remarks are very effective for the overall development of the college. 

All the teachers, alumni, parents and employees strongly agree with these reports. Even the 

readers are satisfied with the library and gives us a remarkable feedback.  

Through all these reports, we conclude that the college is dedicated towards its 

students and very responsive about the rules and regulations of university, social welfare 

and university grant commission. 

Honorable president of our institute considering all the above points and checking 

the growth and development, to make it more effective  and efficient, we request you to 

grant us the  

1. Opening of computer lab. 

2. Re-start Wi-Fi facility. 

3. Teacher recruitment process. 

4. Adopt villages. 

5. Canteen facility. 

6. Library development. 

7. Guidance for competitive examination. 

8. Co-operation of management for student placement. 

We hope that you will surely take appropriate steps and will favor the college 

development. 

Thanking you!  



 

aTHAVALE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK, CHIMUR 
Dist. Chandrapur- 442903 (M.S.) Phone (07170) 230712 

(Recognised by Govt. Of Maharashtra & Affiliated to Gondwana University, Gadchiroli 
Approved by U.G.C. Section 2F, New Delhi) 

Email-acswchimur@gmail.com                                   Web.-

www.athavalesocialworkchimur.com 
NAAC “B” RE-ACCREDITATION 

 

 

Ref. No. ACSW/C/FBR/16       Date : 01/05/2016 

Feedback Action Taken Report : Principal 

Year 2015-16 

 Athavale College of Social Work, Shedegaon Campus, Chimur, Dist.Chandrapur run 

by Gramyuvak Mandal, Peth Bhansuli having R.No. 43/80, F-500 is approved and granted 

college. This college introduces many courses like B.S.W., M.S.W. and M.Phil in social 

work. 

Every year students’, teacher’s, the employer’s, alumni, parents, non-teaching staff, 

readers in the library feedback reports are presented. 

All this these relevant people fill the feedback form and feedback report is filled by 

co-ordinator with this feedback reports, students evaluate the teachers and have a check on 

their supervision. 

The student remarks are very effective for the overall development of the college. 

All the teachers, alumni, parents and employees strongly agree with these reports. Even the 

readers are satisfied with the library and gives us a remarkable feedback.  

Through all these reports, we conclude that the college is dedicated towards its 

students and very responsive about the rules and regulations of university, social welfare 

and university grant commission. 

Honorable president of our institute considering all the above points and checking 

the growth and development, to make it more effective  and efficient, we request you to 

grant us the  

1. Permission for post graduate course in YCMOU. 

2. Permission to teachers for holding the post on various committees of the University. 

We hope that you will surely take appropriate steps and will favor the college 

development. 

Thanking you! 

 

 

 



 

aTHAVALE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK, CHIMUR 
Dist. Chandrapur- 442903 (M.S.) Phone (07170) 230712 

(Recognised by Govt. Of Maharashtra & Affiliated to Gondwana University, Gadchiroli 
Approved by U.G.C. Section 2F, New Delhi) 

Email-acswchimur@gmail.com                                   Web.-

www.athavalesocialworkchimur.com 
NAAC “B” RE-ACCREDITATION 

 

 

Ref. No. ACSW/C/FBR/17       Date : 01/05/2017 

Feedback Action Taken Report : Principal 

Year 2016-17 

 Athavale College of Social Work, Shedegaon Campus, Chimur, Dist.Chandrapur run 

by Gramyuvak Mandal, Peth Bhansuli having R.No. 43/80, F-500 is approved and granted 

college. This college introduces many courses like B.S.W., M.S.W. and M.Phil in social 

work. 

Every year students’, teacher’s, the employer’s, alumni, parents, non-teaching staff, 

readers in the library and seminar/workshop feedback reports are presented. 

All this these relevant people fill the feedback form and feedback report is filled by 

co-ordinator with this feedback reports, students evaluate the teachers and have a check on 

their supervision. 

The student remarks are very effective for the overall development of the college. 

All the teachers, alumni, parents and employees strongly agree with these reports. Even the 

readers are satisfied with the library and gives us a remarkable feedback. Seminar/workshop 

feedback report are satisfied. 

Through all these reports, we conclude that the college is dedicated towards its 

students and very responsive about the rules and regulations of university, social welfare 

and university grant commission. 

Honorable president of our institute considering all the above points and checking 

the growth and development, to make it more effective  and efficient, we request you to 

grant us the  

11. Permission for changing the IQAC co-ordinator 

12. Permission for 3
rd

 Cycle of NAAC 

13. 10 MBPS BSNL broadband net connection. 

14. Felicitation programme for new Ph.D. holder. 

15. Permission for opening students Ph.D. Cell in college. 

16. Gymnasium for students. 

 

We hope that you will surely take appropriate steps and will favor the college 

development. 

Thanking you!  



GRAMYUVAK MANDAL BHANSULI (PETH) 

TAH. CHIMUR, DIST. CHANDRAPUR 

Reg. No. 43/80 F-500 

President : Prof. Chandansingh Rotele 

Ref.No.GYMB/ACSWC/5/13     Date : 15.05.2013 

 

The action taken by the management upon feedback report of college 

Session : 2012-13 

Subject: 

             Athvale College of 

Social Work, Chimur, Dist. 

Chandrapur the feedback 

report submitted by principal 

for academic session 2012-13. 

Minutes: 

           As per the report submitted by principal of Athavale 

College of Social Work Chimur on dated 01.05.2013 the 

management discussed the point throughly and it is 

recommended to take decisions and should convey to principal 

regarding the decisions taken. 

The decisions are as follows: 

1. To motivate the teacher for research as per the 

NAAC/UGC directives and to sanction the permission 

for higher education as well. 

2. As per the new syllabus of Gondwana University the 

college should implement all directives. 

3. The principal should submit the audit report of Alumni 

association of former students. 

4. To construct the wash room for principal’s chamber. 

5. Principal should submit the budget report, reinforcing 

the facilities of internet, computer, LED projector etc. 

6. Management approved the short term certificate 

courses/programmes.  

 

 



GRAMYUVAK MANDAL BHANSULI (PETH) 

TAH. CHIMUR, DIST. CHANDRAPUR 

Reg. No. 43/80 F-500 

President : Prof. Chandansingh Rotele 

Ref.No.GYMB/ACSWC/2/5/14    Date : 15.05.2014 

The action taken by the management upon feedback report of college 

Session : 2013-14 

Subject: 

             Athvale College of 

Social Work, Chimur, Dist. 

Chandrapur the feedback 

report submitted by principal 

for academic session 2013-14. 

Minutes: 

           As per the report submitted by principal of Athavale 

College of Social Work Chimur on dated 01.05.2014 the 

management discussed the point throughly and it is 

recommended to take decisions and should convey to principal 

regarding the decisions taken. 

The decisions are as follows: 

1.  It is permitted to implement digital system in the 

college for semester and CBCS pattern as per the 

directives of Social Welfare Commissioner Pune and 

Chandrapur and rules of Gondwana University 

Gadchiroli as well. 

2.  College library should apply various software to 

modernize the transaction and also computerize the 

books. 

3. Give priority for admission in the college to the pupils 

of non-teaching staff and also give consideration for 

follow up to govt. for their pension and LTC facility. 

4. It is permitted to construct new guest house common 

room and now hostel in the college. This is permitted for 

design and schedule of expenditure. 

 

 



GRAMYUVAK MANDAL BHANSULI (PETH) 

TAH. CHIMUR, DIST. CHANDRAPUR 

Reg. No. 43/80 F-500 

President : Prof. Chandansingh Rotele 

Ref.No.GYMB/ACSWC/HO/3/5/15    Date : 16.05.2015 

The action taken by the management upon feedback report of college 

Session : 2014-15 

Subject: 

             Athvale College of 

Social Work, Chimur, Dist. 

Chandrapur the feedback 

report submitted by principal 

for academic session 2014-15. 

Minutes: 

           As per the report submitted by principal of Athavale 

College of Social Work Chimur on dated 01.05.2015 the 

management discussed the point throughly and it is 

recommended to take decisions and should convey to principal 

regarding the decisions taken. 

The decisions are as follows: 

1. There is internet service available in the college that’s 

why we start Wi-Fi facilities for student and with this we 

should implement the fund for teaching staff’s progress. 

It is permitted to organize programme for competitive 

examinations, communication skills and improve spoken 

English classes as well.  

2. Fill the vacant teachers post by getting permission from 

university and Govt. submit the report in this regard. 

3. It is permitted to start Human Right & Self Financing  

courses in the college as per the NAAC recommendation 

4. Adopt a village under N.S.S. and implement the Govt`s 

various scheme. 

5. Raise the time of library for students so as to excel the 

result.  

 

 



GRAMYUVAK MANDAL BHANSULI (PETH) 

TAH. CHIMUR, DIST. CHANDRAPUR 

Reg. No. 43/80 F-500 

President : Prof. Chandansingh Rotele 

Ref.No.GYMB/ACSWC/HO/4/5/16    Date : 15.05.2016 

The action taken by the management upon feedback report of college 

Session : 2015-16 

Subject: 

             Athvale College of 

Social Work, Chimur, Dist. 

Chandrapur the feedback 

report submitted by principal 

for academic session 2015-16. 

Minutes: 

           As per the report submitted by principal of Athavale 

College of Social Work Chimur on dated 01.05.2016 the 

management discussed the point throughly and it is 

recommended to take decisions and should convey to principal 

regarding the decisions taken. 

The decisions are as follows: 

1. Submit the proposal of college to university for 

permanent affiliation. Try to help the teachers to obtain 

the various projects from UGC. So that faculty would be 

encourage (FDP or FIP) 

2. Encourage the teacher and student to organize the 

awareness programme in the college social issues like 

farmer`s suicide, child labour, dowry, child marriage etc. 

3. Sent the proposal to Yashwantrao Chauvhan Maharastra 

Open University, Nashik for post graduate course 

regarding public demands. 

4. Encourage the teachers to participate in national and 

international research conferences. Select the teacher on 

different committees of university   

 

 



GRAMYUVAK MANDAL BHANSULI (PETH) 

TAH. CHIMUR, DIST. CHANDRAPUR 

Reg. No. 43/80 F-500 

President : Prof. Chandansingh Rotele 

Ref.No.GYMB/ACSWC/HO/5/5/17    Date : 20.05.2017 

The action taken by the management upon feedback report of college 

Session : 2016-17 

Subject: 

             Athvale College of 

Social Work, Chimur, Dist. 

Chandrapur the feedback 

report submitted by principal 

for academic session 2016-17. 

Minutes: 

           As per the report submitted by principal of Athavale 

College of Social Work Chimur on dated 01.05.2017 the 

management discussed the point thoughtly and it is recommended 

to take decisions and should convey to principal regarding the 

decisions taken. 

The decisions are as follows: 

1. Farm the counseling cell in the college to counsel the 

students to participate in the competitive exam and changed 

pattern of university with CBCS. 

2. Send the proposal for third cycle of NAAC accreditation 

because second accreditation had achieved in 2010.   

Due to the illness of last co-ordinate Dr. Khaparde, He is 

unable to work for full time. Hence appoint the new co-

ordinate for which permission is being given. 

3. Try to start Ph.D. research center in the college by obtaining 

permission from university, submit the report to university. 

Try to benefit the student in this regard. 

4. Permission is granted to modernize the sport and exercise 

facilities available in the college. 

5. It is permitted to strengthen the internet facilities available 

in the college. It is noticed that the available facility is not 

working good hence concern the aspects to update it.  

 


